Domestic Wastewater Services

Quail Run Services, a US Ecology company, is the leader in treatment and disposal of domestic wastewater from oil and gas sites with fixed facilities operating 24/7/365 in the Eagle Ford and Permian basins.
With over 100 years combined experience in the wastewater industry, and backed by the unequaled service excellence guaranteed from US Ecology, Quail Run Services’ dedicated teams have the expertise and experience to ensure that your oil and gas site domestic wastewater is treated efficiently, effectively and responsibly.

Our dedicated, fixed and state-licensed facilities are designed to properly treat large volumes of domestic wastewater that on-site mobile systems or local municipalities simply cannot, and then discharge/reuse processed effluent to a level that meets or exceeds state-provided parameters. More importantly, when you partner with Quail Run Services, the burden of liability shifts from the operator, housing or transportation company to Quail Run Services’ TCEQ licensed facilities.

Benefits of Quail Run Services’ Pump and Haul Domestic Wastewater Solutions

- Fixed facilities easily accessible off of major highways for safe and easy turn around
- Open 24/7/365: operational when you and your customers need it
- Lower costs from charging waste volumes by gallon, not full truckload
- No health and safety risk of hazardous on-site reclaimed water mixing with drilling mud
- No additional labor for permitting paperwork required
- No extra rig up/rig down costs
- TCEQ-compliant and fully licensed
- Accepts short term and longer term liability on behalf of generator

Quail Run’s team of professionals and strategically located facilities offer the most efficient, safe and reliable solutions for the treatment and disposal of domestic wastewater in the oil and gas industry. All of which equals lower cost, release of liability and greater environmental protection for your business and the communities where we work. For more information please contact us at (832) 767-4749 or visit www.quailrunservices.com